Abstract-In this study an approach for improving the performance of waveform coders, based on coding a frequency scaled speech signal, is examined and subjectively evaluated for specific subband and transform coding systems. The recently developed simple and efficient timedomain harmonic scaling (TDHS) algorithms are used to frequency scale the speech signal. The underlying frequency.domain model of the pitch-adaptive TDHS algorithms provides insight and guidelines for their use in this application, as outlined in this work. The subjective evaluation is based on an A-B comparison test involving 12 listeners and shows a meaningful improvement in quality for the waveform coders used at low bit rates. In particular, subband coding (SBC) combined with TDHS (SBC/HS) at 9.6 kbits/s was found to provide a quality equivalent to that of SBC alone at 16 kbits/s, i.e., a bit-rate advantage of about 7 kbits/s was realized. For the speech specific adaptive transform coder (ATC) used, the combined system (ATC/HS) achieves a bit-rate advantage of 4 kbits/s at 7.2 kbits/s. The SBC/HS system emerges as a particuinrly attractive method for speech encoding at the data rate of 9.6 kbits/s since its quality is comparable to that of ATC/HS (or SBC at 16 kbits/s). Yet, its complexity is lower than ATC and the system is amenable to real-time hardware implementation using current technology.
then resynthesizing a speech signal which sounds like the original signal but does not necessarily replicate the original signal waveform. Because of this tight adherence to a speech production model, vocoders are found to be far less robust than waveform coders and lack naturalness in quality. While naturalness can be improved by adding more bits to better represent the excitation signal [6] , the high sensitivity of vocoders to voicing decision errors, environmental conditions (background noise, simultaneous speakers), and channel errors make vocoders unattractive in many applications.
In this work we examine the performance of a speech en-'coding system which appears to meaningfully extend the range of waveform coder operation at the low bit-rate end, with only a modest loss of robustness. In the system under consideration the chosen waveform coder is used to encode a frequency scaled (compressed) speech signal which is resealed (expanded) at the receiver-following waveform decoding. The frequency scaling operations are based on reducing (for compression) or increasing (for expansion) the interharmonic spectral gaps of the pitch by a factor of up to three using frequency shifting of the pitch harmonics. The actual scaling operations are done, however, in the time domain by means of the recently developed time-domain harmonic scaling (TDHS) algorithms [7] , [8] . These algorithms are pitchadaptive and perform a time-varying weighting of adjacent speech segments, with an appropriate weighting (window) function, in a way which assures continuity. Once the pitch period is known, the remaining operations required in the TDHS algorithms are typically only one multiplication and two additions per output sample. Furthermore, since the frequency compressed signal is decimated by a factor equal to the frequency compression factor, the computational load on the waveform coder is usually reduced by the same factor. A general block diagram which illustrates the way the waveform coders used in this study were combined with TDHS is given in Fig. 1 .
The combination of a waveform coder with this particular method of frequency scaling can be viewed as an approach for exploiting the harmonic structure (pitch) of voiced speech signals in a different way than is currently done in waveform coders (e.g., a pitch prediction ioop around the quantizer [5] or pitch dependent bit allocation [4] ). Another point of view is to consider the combined system as a form of "soft vocoding," since unlike waveform coders the reconstructed signal may not replicate the input signal due to interharmonic aliasing caused by the frequency compression method used. However, unlike vocoders, the combined system is found to be robust and has a natural sounding quality. This robustness stems from the avoidance of voicing decisions (voicedunvoiced), from the way the TDHS algorithms use pitch information, and the surprising ability of the system to encode speech signals of several simultaneous speakers (to be reported in the sequel).
Informal subjective tests suggest that by combining TDHS with waveform coders (particularly those which do not exploit pitch information), a reduction in bit rate by up to the scaling factor used (typically two) can be obtained. The performance advantage is found to be gained primarily at the low end of the bit-rate range of the coder, i.e., the performance "knee" (the bit rate below which the quality of the encoded signal starts falling rapidly) is pushed to lower bit rates. The more efficiently the waveform coder exploits pitch information the smaller is the expected improvement. However, it appears from the results of this work that even with a waveform coder which exploits pitch and with a scaling factor of two, the combined system achieves a meaningful improvement at the lower end of the bit-rate range of the waveform coder.
There is much interest to date in robust speech encoders which are capable of operating at or below 9.6 kbits/s with adequate quality to allow transmission of voice on digital data links [5] . For this reason, we have chosen in this study to examine the combination of TDHS with subband coding (SBC) [4] , [9] and with adaptive transform coding (ATC) [3] , [4] . The SBC technique efficiently exploits the formant structure in the speech spectrum, whereas the speech specific ATC technique takes advantage of both formant and pitch information in the way the bits are allocated. These coders offer high communications quality at 16 kbits/s and appear to have the potential of encoding speech at 9.6 kbits/s, or below, with adequate quality if combined with TDHS. Indeed, from informal listening and from an A-B comparison test, SBC combined with TDHS (SBC/HS) at 9.6 kbits/s was found to provide a quality equivalent to that of SBC alone at 16 kbits/s, i.e., a bitrate advantage of about 7 kbitsjs was realized. As could be expected, since pitch information is exploited by the particular ATC system used, the improvement gained by ATC/HS is smaller than for SBC/HS but still a 4 kbits/s bit-rate advantage was obtained at 7.2 kbits/s. The above results are in agreement with an earlier, less exhaustive, study in which a simple CVSD (continuously variable slope delta modulation) coder was combined with TDHS [10] and was found to be a useful approach for encoding at bit rates below the performance "knee" of the CVSD coder used.
In the following sections we briefly describe the TDHS algorithms and the waveform coders used in this study. We then discuss issues involved in combining TDHS with waveform coders and present results of subjective tests performed for comparing the various coding schemes.
II. TIME-DOMAIN HARMONIC SCALING
The time-domain harmonic scaling (TDHS) algorithms [7] , [8] provide simple and efficient means for frequency scaling of speech signals. The development of the algorithms is based on a frequency domain model of voiced speech as schematically shown in Fig. 2(a) . The method used for frequency scale compression is to frequency shift the pitch harmonics to lower frequencies as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The presence of relatively wide interharmonic gaps in the original spectral representation [ Fig. 2(a) ] allows for compression factors of two to three with tolerable interharmonic aliasing. Similarly, frequency scale expansion is achieved by shifting the pitch harmonics upwards as shown in Fig. 2(c) . This approach for frequency scaling is different from the earlier phase-vocoder frequency division technique [11] which in addition to relocating the pitch harmonics also attempts to scale the width of each pitch "tooth" by the frequency scaling factor. The advantage of the frequency shifting approach is that it [14] . In this framework the filter bank analysis can be performed by frequency shifting each desired frequency band centered at o. = Wk to baseband, using complex modulation, filtering the baseband signal with the prototype lowpass filter h (t) of the filter bank, and then remodulating back to the appropriate frequency band. Hence, if no modification is performed, the reconstruction y (t) of
where X(ck, t) is the STFT of x(t) evaluated at w [11] , i.e., X(wk,t)= J x(r)h(t-r)ekTdr (2) and for a uniform filter bank the center frequencies satisfy = k&,, k =0, ±1," , ±L (where w is the bandwidth of each band).
If the pitch period, 7's,, is known, the center frequencies of the filter bank can be chosen to coincide with the pitch harmonics (i.e., zw = 2ir/T). In that case frequency scaling by a factor q (q < 1 for compression, q> 1 for, expansion), by means of frequency shifting the pitch harmonics, results in an output signal y(t) given by L X(wk,t)ekt, k = -L i.e., the kth pitch harmonic, which was originally located at is shifted to q-'-.
Substituting (2) into (3), interchanging the order of summation and integration, and changing the variable (t -r) to r, one obtains [8] y
where KN (t) is a kernel function given by [8] L sin (Nirt/T)
with N = 2L + 1 and T being the pitch period of the input speech signal x (r). This kernel function is periodic and has N -1 zeroes in each period T. To be useful in a digital implementation (4) must be discretized. It turns out that if q is assumed to be rational (q = plo, where p and 5 are relatively prime integers); the output signal is sampled at a rate corre- sponding to its bandwidth; and the kernel function KN(t) is sampled at its zeroes, the following discrete-time approximation to (4) results [8] 5(nT/q) = x(nT-lT)1(lT -n(p -8) T'). (6) 1=-oo
In (6), T is the Nyquist interval (or shorter) of the input signal x(t) (so that T, =NT), T' = Tip (recall, q = plO), and
(3\ Since speech signals are not stationary, the prototype filter ' ' impulse response (or window function) h(t) is chosen to be of finite duration (FIR), avoiding the weighting of speech segments which are not within the same quasi-stationary interval.
If we assume the finite duration of h (t) to be ml',,, m an integer, then (6) appears to involve only m multiplications and (m -1) additions. However, due to constraints that h (t)
should satisfy [7] , the computations can be rearranged into (m -1) multiplications and m additions.
(4\ Finally the TDHS algorithms presented in [7] , [8] (one for '-" compression and one for expansion) are obtained from (6) by using an FIR filter and letting q = 1/C < 1 for compression and q = S> 1 for expansion.
In the current work, as in most of our previous work with (5) TDHS [7] , [10] , the simple triangular window (corresponding to m = 2) is used. Other suitable window functions can be applied [7] , [8] but the triangular window is particularly convenient and simple to implement. It also provides adequate results with a scaling factor of two which is used in this work.
The way the compression algorithm is applied for 2: 1 compression (q = ), using a triangular window, is shown in Fig. 3 . It is seen that each two adjacent speech segments of pitch period duration are weighted and overlapped to provide one output segment and the first point in the next segment are actually adjacent points in the original waveform. Hence, the output waveform suffers no discontinuities at segment boundaries. The procedure can, therefore, be viewed as an extension of earlier time-domain methods which are based on splicing the speech waveform, i.e., replacing each two speech segments with one segment. Such a crude approach corresponds to actually using a rectangular window instead of the triangular window used here. The deficiency of the rectangular window is quite clear from both time-domain (discontinuities) and frequency-domain (high sidelobes) considerations [7] The expansion process for q = 2 is illustrated in Fig. 4 , again using a triangular window. As before, adjacent speech segments are weighted to produce an output segment. However, this time for each input segment of pitch period duration, an output speech segment of two pitch periods duration is generated. This way a time-expanded signal is obtained if the original sampling rate is retained. If the output sampling interval is T/q = T/2, a frequency expanded signal is obtained.
Obviously, if the expansion is applied to the compressed signal the reconstructed signal occupies the original frequency and time spans. Again, this procedure can be considered as an extension of the simple reiteration technique which corresponds to using a rectangular window instead of a better window function, such as the triangular window used here.
III. SUBBAND CODING Subband coding (SBC) is a waveform coding technique in which the speech band is partitioned into typically four to eight subbands by bandpass filters [5] , [9] , [15] - [17] Each subband is effectively low pass-translated to c/c, sampled at its Nyquist rate (twice the width of the subband), and then digitally encoded using adaptive PCM (APCM) as shown in Fig. 5 . By carefully selecting the number of bits/sample used for encoding the subbands, each band can be preferentially coded to give a maximum overall perceptual quality with a minimum overall bit rate. The step-sizes in each band adapt independently in proportion to the rms speech level in their respective bands. In this way subband coding can take advantage of the properties of temporal nonstationarity, spectral formant structure, and auditory masking in speech production and perception.
The subband coder used in this experiment is based on the octave band approach of Barabell and Crochiere [16] . It utilizes quadrature mirror filters (QMF) in a "tree structure" to achieve an efficient filter bank framework [171 . The actual filter designs are selected from the family of designs given by Johnston [18] . The first QMF pair splits the initial speech band into two equally spaced bands, such that the aliasing or "leakage" of energy between bands is canceled in the reconstruction process. A second QMF pair in the "tree structure" then subdivides the lower band into two bands in a similar manner. This process is continued in the "tree structure"
until the desired number of bands is obtained as shown in Fig.   6 for a four-band split. Tables I and II show the parameters of the resulting designs that are obtained from this approach for five-band and four-band systems at 16 and 9.6 kbits/s, respectively. The bit allocations for the combined systems will be detailed in a later section. Note that the initial sampling rates for the above designs are 6400 Hz and 5760 Hz, respectively. Since, typically, the input and output sampling rates are in the range of 8 to lOkHz,digital decimation-interpolation techniques for rate conversion need to be applied.
IV. ADAPTIVE TRANSFORM CODING
Adaptive transform coding of speech is a frequency domain technique in which a high resolution transform is applied to the speech signal on a block by block basis [3], [4] . The resulting transform coefficients (frequency components) are quantized using both step-size adaptation and dynamic bit assignment for each transform coefficient, i.e., the number of bits used to encode each transform coefficient is dynamically varied from block to block. The adaptive quantization is based on a smoothed spectral estimate of each speech block. This estimate is parametrized and encoded for transmission as "side information." A general block diagram of an ATC system is shown in Fig. 7 . In this work a "speech-specific" coder was used similar to that of Tribolet and Crochiere [4] . It uses, however, the homomorphic model for parametrizing the smoothed spectral estimate of each block, as reported by Cox and Crochiere [19] instead of the LPC model used in [4] . Yet, as in [4] , the spectral model also includes pitch information •tapat Sampling Rate: 5760 Hz which results in a more efficient bit assignment by assigning more bits to represent the spectral peaks at pitch harmonics. Fig. 8 describes in more detail the system used to simulate adaptive transform coding of speech [19] . The transform used is a symmetric discrete Fourier transform, a close relative of the discrete cosine transform. It is obtained by. forming a symmetric sequence of length 2M from a sequence of M + 1 x(2M-n), n =M+ 1,..., 2M-1
The 2i11 point DFT of this input sequence is taken via an FFT routine on an array processor. Since the input to the DFT is both real and symmetric, the output will also be both real and symmetric. In this way only M+ 1 values are needed to represent the 2Mvalues in the transform domain.
The overall operation of the coder proceeds as follows. rate) is assembled in the input buffer. No analysis window is applied to the block; however, a trapezoidal synthesis window is used later at the output. Consequently, successive blocks have a small amount of overlap, typically about ten samples. The block is then transformed by the symmetric DFT (SDFT) described above yielding a real symmetric spectrum X(k). The sign of each frequency domain sample X(k) is saved for encoding and the base two logarithm of the magnitude of each sample is taken, yielding log X(k)I. The log magnitude spectrum is used for log-PCM quantization (to be described later).
It is also used to generate a "pseudocepstrum," c(n), by inverse SDFT transformation. This pseudocepstrum can be used to model the combined pitch and formant structure of the speech segment with relatively few parameters. The first 8 to 14 cepstral coefficients are used to generate the smooth spectral envelope estimate and the peaks further from the origin in the cepstrum provide the pitch information. This information is quantized, coded, and transmitted as side information, and also decoded to provide a rough estimate of the cepstrum, (n). Taking the SDFT of ë(n) then gives an estimate of the log magnitude spectrum, log IX(k)I of the speech segment. This estimate is used for the bit assignment in the ATC algorithm. It is also subtracted from the actual log magnitude spectrum X(k) to provide a residual log magnitude spectrum e(k). This residual is quantized and encoded according to the bit assignment (i.e., linear quantization of the difference, e(k), in the log domain is equivalent to an adaptive step-size PCM of the transform coefficients using a quantizer with a logarithmic characteristic). At the receiver the quantized residual is decoded, the estimated log magnitude spectrum is added back and the frequency samples are exponentiated back to the linear frequency domain. Their signs are then reassociated and an inverse SDFT is taken. The resulting output is then windowed with a trapezoidal window and the overlap added to the previous output block. The bit rates simulated (for ATC alone) and the breakdown of the overall bit rate into spectral residual and side information transmission is detailed in Table III . The corresponding information for the combined ATC/HS system is given in the next section.
V. COMBINING TDHS WITH WAVEFORM CODING
In the previous sections the TDHS algorithms and the waveform coding techniques were described. In this section we discuss issues involved in combining TDHS with waveform coding, with particular emphasis on the operation of the TDHS algorithms and the simulations performed.
The combination of TDHS with waveform coding can be done in two ways. The first is shown in Fig. 1 , according to which the original pitch-period data is encoded and transmitted to the receiver. A second way is to extract the pitch information at the receiver from the decoded frequency-compressed signal. This approach was used in our earlier work which involved combining CVSD with TDHS [10] and it was chosen to keep the simplicity of CVSD transmission. However, since the number of pitch periods per unit time, in the frequencycompressed signal, is reduced by a factor equal to the scaling ANALYSIS OR TRANSMITTER LOG FIkIl factor used (see Fig. 3 ), the task of pitch extraction is more difficult. This results in a somewhat higher degradation in the reconstructed signal. In this work, since relatively complex coders are used anyway, the configuration of Fig. 1 
was used.
It is evident from the earlier discussion on the TDHS algorithms that the most fundamental and crucial operation is the pitch extraction. Many pitch extraction algorithms were reported in the literature [201 and most of them are probably adequate for this application. However, the choice of the most suitable one would typically depend on its amenability to hardware implementation, its robustness to environmental conditions, the computational load involved, etc. To help in the choice of a suitable pitch extractor the following observations are made.
1) A simple mathematical analysis performed in [7] , for a stationary periodic signal, shows that even in the presence of a pitch-period error the reconstructed signal has the correct pitch if the relative error e in the fundamental Frequency = lIT,, is limited according to eL.F/F,,<l/(2MC) (8) where M is the number of harmonics desired to be exactly reconstructed, iF is the error in estimating F,,, and C is the frequency compression factor. Since the number of harmonics present in a given frequency band is dependent on the pitch period itself we have derived from (8) the following upper limit on the pitch-period error ITp, LTP<1/(2FMc) (9) where FM is the highest frequency in the band for which the voiced speech signal is to be reconstructed exactly (theoretically). Typically, it is required that FM be at least 1.5 to 2 kHz. With C = 2 this results in a permitted pitchperiod error of 0.125 to 0.16 ms. Practically, however, even errors of twice as high are tolerated with a modest increase in the output signal degradation. This range of allowed pitchperiod error usually complies with the performance of most known pitch extractors.
2) The difficult task of voiced-unvoiced decision is practically avoided since any random value (within a limited range) provided by the pitch extractor at unvoiced segments can be used without noticeable perceptual effects. This is found to be true in spite of the spectral distortion caused by the TDHS algorithms to unvoiced signals due to their noiselike characteristics.
3) The effect of a double pitch-period decision by the pitch extractor is far less detrimental than for vocoders.
Actually, if it does not occur at voiced-unvoiced transitions its effect is quite small. This can be understood from the underlying frequency domain model since using a double pitch-period corresponds to performing the filter bank analysis with twice as many filters. This means that only every other filter contains a pitch harmonic. However, since the filters are now narrower the tolerated pitch measurement error is now also reduced.
In the simulations performed in the course of this study, a homomorphic pitch extractor based on a cepstral analysis 279 [21] of the speech signal was used. This rather complex pitch extractor was applied because of its high performance and the availability of an array processor, on the computer system used for the simulations, which enables pitch extraction-in almost real time. In our earlier work [10] we have used a simpler time-domain autocorrelation type pitch extractor [22] which was found to be adequate for that application.
Since the simulations were not performed in real time, we have found it convenient to first prepare the pitch data of the tested utterance (up to six sentences) and then use these data for experimenting with the TDHS algorithms.
The pitch data file is prepared using a data window of 32 ms (256 samples) and a fixed update of 8 ms (64 samples at the 8 kHz sampling rate used). No smoothing of the raw pitch data was needed. Since the TDHS algorithms are pitch-adaptive it is extremely important that the pitch data pointer be carefully matched to the input signal pointer which is in itself pitch dependent. In particular, since the compressed signal has less pitch periods per time unit and may also be delayed this matching of pitch and signal pointers is particularly important at the reconstruction phase (expansion).
As stated earlier, the TDHS algorithms were applied in this work with the simple triangular window. If a scaling factor which is higher than two is attempted, the choice of more complex window functions [7] can be advantageous. Alternatively, the application of the TDHS algorithms in cascade using lower scaling factors in each stage (e.g. 1.5 and 2 for achieving a scaling factor of 3) was also found to be effective. The use of an adaptive windowi as suggested in [8] improves somewhat the resulting signal at transitions and also can reduce the spectral distortion in unvoiced segments. However, when combined with waveform coding this improvement appears to be masked.
Although not part of this study, we have examined the effect of some environmental conditions on the TDHS algorithms performance. In particular, we have found that in spite of being a pitch-dependent system, the TDHS algorithms were able to perform exceptionally well on speech of several simultaneous speakers (the test performed used speech of three speakers). This result could perhaps be attributed to the tracking of the dominant speaker at each short-time interval, and to the masking properties of the ear. The TDHS system was also found to be relatively robust to noisy or degraded speech (e.g. room reverberations) and performed adequately, as long as the pitch detector did not break down. With a cepstral pitch detector the system was able to operate down to a signal-tonoise ratio of 0 dB. At high noise levels, however, structuring (coloration) of the noise (due to the pitch synchronous processing) can be perceived.
Another issue of interest is the effect of channel errors.
Preliminary simulations indicate that the TDHS system is quite insensitive to channel errors in the pitch data up to a bit-errorrate of 10-2. At higher error rates, error protection of the a trapezoidal window with variable slopes such that it becomes a triangular window at sustained voiced segments, whereas at unvoiced or transition (voiced-unvoiced) segment a rectangular window with a small amount of tapering is used. pitch data might be necessary. If the additional bits needed for pitch protection cannot be afforded, the reextraction of pitch at the receiver can be considered.
In the remainder of this section we will discuss the simulations of TDHS with the particular waveform coders used in this study, namely SBC and ATC, and the issue of exploiting pitch information within the waveform coder.
Again, since the simulations were not performed in real time it was convenient first to frequency scale (or time compress) the whole tested utterance, and then to encode the compressed signal by the waveform coders at different bit rates. Furthermore, since we used available waveform coding programs, it was most convenient to assume that the input sampling rate is the original 8 kHz and consider the input utterance to the waveform coders as a timt. ompressed signal (see Fig.  3 ). Thus, to simulate, for example, the combined TDHS.SBC system at 9.6 kbitsjs, the time-compressed (2:1) signal was encoded by the subband coder at the rate of 18.2 kbits/s which is equivalent to a 9.1 kbits/s transmission rate. Adding 500 kbits/s for the pitch information results in the overall desired bit-rate of 9.6 kbits/s. Table IV shows the different bit rates simulated with the combined SBC/HS system and the number of bits allocated to each band. (For SBC alone, the bit rates and bit allocations shown in Tables I and II were  used.) Table V gives the corresponding information for the combined ATC/HS system. Finally, the issue of exploiting pitch information within the waveform coder is discussed. Since TDHS already exploits pitch to reduce the redundancy present in speech signals, the effectiveness of using pitch information within the waveform coder itself is quite reduced. For systems which use a pitch prediction loop this can be explained by the fact that following the compression operation the correlation between adjacent pitch periods is reduced, since each pitch period in the compressed signal represents two pitch periods of the original signal. For systems which exploit the harmonic structure in the frequency domain (like ATC),. the relative broadening of the pitch teeth reduces the gain obtained through the dynamic bit allocation (which assigns more bits at the pitch teeth and less bits at the interharmonic gaps). Yet, since TDHS requires pitch extraction due to the harmonic structure, the use of pitch information within the waveform coder can be useful if it is also found to be economic. In this study, with SBC and ATC, we found it to be uneconomical to use a pitch ioop within the SBC due to its complexity [16] and the extremely small improvement. However, we continued to use pitch information within the ATC, since it is naturally embedded in the homomorphic model used.
VI; SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF THE COMBINED SYSTEMS
Due to the nature of the TDHS algorithms, which do not necessarily replicate the speech waveform, we could not use signal to noise measurements as performance indicators for the combined systems. To evaluate the performance of the combined systems an informal A-B comparison test for quality, similar to the one reported in [23] , was performed. In the test, two groups of six listeners each compared the quality of the different coding systems by listening to pairs of sentences processed by the different systems. The preparation of the source material was done from six sentences (three sentences spoken by males and three sentences by females) and the material was presented to the listeners in a randomized order. Each of the 14 systems in the test was compared against all other systems, using both A.B and B-A comparisons (in random order). In all, each listener compared 182 pairs, and a total of 24 comparisons was done for each pair of coding systems. From the test results, the total number of "votes" given to each system (i.e., the number of times each system was preferred) was computed and used for rank ordering the different systems. The maximum number of votes that any coding system could get was 312. This number was used to present the results on a percentage basis. Since two different waveform coding systems were combined with TDHS, we found it useful to partition the test results and show separately the performance of the two different combined systems. Fig.  9 presents the results obtained for SBC alone in comparison to SBC combined with TDHS (denoted by SBC/HS), for bit rates of 16, 9.6, and 7.2 kbits/s (SBC alone at 7.2 kbits/s was not included due to its extremely low quality at this rate), and in comparison to the original signal and the reconstructed signal by TDHS only (with a scaling factor of two). The corresponding results for ATC and ATC/HS are shown in Fig. ld. Here the combined system was also operated at 4.8 kbits/s. To show how the two different systems relate to each other (subjectively) we present in Fig. 11 the overall test results. Before we turn to a discussion of the results we would like to mention that we have noted a certain variability in individual results due to the type of speaker (male or female). Since the test was balanced, we could extract the separate results for male and female speakers and these are presented in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively, for comparison with Fig. 11 . A. Discussion of Results We refer first to Fig. 9 which presents the results of the A-B comparison for SBC and SBC/HS. The rapid decrease in the quality of SBC alone, from 16 to 9.6 kbits/s, is quite evident. The combined SBC/HS system offers here a substantial improvement at 9.6 kbits/s, which corresponds to a bit-rate advantage of 7 kbits/s, i.e., the quality of the combined system at 9.6 kbits/s is equivalent to that of SBC alone at 16 kbits/s. Below 9.6 kbits/s the combined system degrades rapidly due to the rapid degradation of SBC below 16 kbits/s, and the added degradation by the TDHS operations which are not transparent. At 7.2 kbitsJs the quality of the combined system is judged to be still acceptable for narrow band communication applications and the bit-rate advantage of the combined system at this rate is found to be 4 kbits/s.
For ATC, one observes from Fig. 10 that the improvement offered by the combined ATC/HS system is lower than for SBC, as the maximum bit-rate advantage is only 4 kbits/s (at 7.2 kbits/s), in comparison to a bit-rate advantage of 7 kbits/s for SBC/HS. From our earlier discussion, this is expected due to the fact that the ATC system simulated already exploits pitch information, leaving less redundancy to be removed by the TDHS system. Thus, the use of TDHS with a scaling factor of 2 results in a maximum improvement factor of 1.73 for SBC (at 9.6 kbits/s) and 1.55 for ATC (at 7.2 kbits/s). Thjs appears to be a worthwhile improvement in light of the relatively small increase in the complexity of these systems.
Examining the overall test results in Fig. 11 , one observes that the subjective qualities of SBC/HS and ATCJHS at 9.6 kbits/s and above are quite close to each other, whereas the complexity of SBC!HS is considerably lower than even ATC alone. As noted in the previous section, and shown in Figs. 12 and 13, the results for male and female speakers differ somewhat locally, but not globally, so that the above more general conclusions are not affected.
An additional interesting observation from the results for ATC is that at 16 kbits/s the combined system quality is actually slightly lower than the quality of ATC alone. This can be attributed to the relatively high quality of ATC at 16 kbits/s, mance curve of a hypothetical waveform coder. If an ideal TDHS system were available, one would expect the combined system to have the performance given by the short dashed-line, which is always above the solid line and is obtained by assuming a scale factor of two (each point on the original curve is moved to half the corresponding bit rate assuming no change in perceived quality). However, as is evident from the test results shown in the previous figures, the TDHS system introduces a certain degree of degradation (but is still judged to be of higher quality than ATC at 16 kbits/s). This causes the performance curve of the ideal combined system to be lowered, as shown by the long dashed-line in Fig. 15 . It is clearly seen _____ -___________________________ that the highest improvement is below the performance knee 14 
16
of the waveform coder and that for high bit rates one might actually obtain a loss in quality, as was found in our experi- mental results and discussed above. and the nontransparency of the TDHS operations. For SBC, which has a lower quality at 16 kbits/s than ATC, there is some gain by using the combined SBC/HS system at this rate. As a summary the bit-rate advantages of the two systems at different bit rates is presented in Fig. 14 .
The particular characteristic of the combined systems to improve the quality of the waveform coders mainly at rates which are below the performance knee of the coder, and to cause a degradation in quality at higher bit rates, is qualitatively explained by Fig. 15 . In this figure the solid line is the perfor-VII. CONCLUSION Waveform coding of the frequency scaled speech signal by means of time-domain harmonic scaling (TDHS) is shown to meaningfully improve the perceived performance of the waveform coding systems used-at their lower bit-rate end.
In particular, bit-rate advantages of 7 and 4 kbits/s were obtained over subband coding (SBC) and adaptive transform coding (ATC), by the respective combined systems (SBC/HS and ATC/HS), at 9.6 and 7.2 kbits/s, respectively.
In spite of the "soft-vocoding" nature of the frequency scaling operations, the combined waveform coding-harmonic scaling system is almost as robust as the waveform coder used. The robustness is due to the avoidance of the voicing decisions and smoothing of the raw pitch-period data, the tolerance of the TDHS algorithms to limited pitch errors and to double pitch period decisions, and the ability to operate under different environmental conditions. In particular, it was found that the TDHS algorithms perform adequately on the speech of several simultaneous speakers.
The requirement for pitch extraction to implement the TDHS algorithms appears to increase the complexity of the system, but since the waveform coder operates on decimated samples, the overall computational load might even be reduced. However, the additional delay (of up to 100 ms) caused by the pitch extraction and harmonic scaling operations (transmitter and receiver) could be a limiting factor in some applications-but certainly not in many others.
The subjective evaluation which was performed by means of an A-B comparison test singles out the combined SBC/HS system at 9.6 kbits/s as having the highest perceived quality of all of the other systems examined at this rate. Since this system is much less complex than ATC, and is amenable to real-time hardware implementation using current technology, it provides an attractive system for speech coding at 9.6 kbits/s. The quality offered by this system is perceptually equivalent to that of 16 kbits/s SB.C, which was judged in an earlier experiment [24] to -be perceptually equivalent to 24 kbits/s ACPCM. An efficient implementation of this system could be based on the recently announced digital processing (DSP) chip by Bell Laboratories [25] , [26] . Moreover, the SBC/HS system could also be attractive at 16 kbits/s since its quality is only somewhat lower than ATC at this rate but is sufficiently less complex.
The approach of combining waveform coding with TDHS is not limited to specific waveform coders. However, the improvement to be achieved is dependent on the extent that the pitch structure is exploited by the waveform coder used. It appears, however, that even waveform coders which do quite efficiently exploit the pitch structure, such as the speech-specific ATC used in this study, can still be meaningfully improved at low bit rates by combining them with TDHS.
